
List Building
Expand Your Prospect And Contact Lists

PipestryPipestry

We focus on the amount of companies we 
need contacts for and the percent of the 

buying committee completed

List Completion
We provide you access to our $400K/year data 
resources which includes the top 10 contact 
databases and access to our research team

Cost Mitigation

Contact Databases Are Expensive And Incomplete

Build The Contact List Of Your Dreams

Offshore team executes manual research 
on LinkedIn and prospects websites

Offshore Research Team
Master list of the total companies you 
can work with in the United States

Total Addressable Market

Key Deliverables For New Clients

Accelerate Your Sales Pipeline@Pipestry Pipestry.com



Pipestry leverages the latest sales prospecting strategies and technologies to set highly qualified 
meetings and create predictable revenue for companies looking to scale their outreach.

Our team operates like a supply chain with each member having a single focused role (strategy, 
research, copywriting, social engagement, responses) working seamlessly together.

We keep customers up-to-date through Slack, account-based reporting which can plug directly 
into Gmail, and weekly meetings where we report all key learnings, meetings and results.

Your Full-Service Sales Prospecting Team

Accelerate Your Sales Pipeline@Pipestry Pipestry.com

Building an internal sales prospecting team is overly expensive, time-consuming 
and requires an extensive knowledge of the latest processes and tools.

Most outsourced B2B sales prospecting teams are limited to single-channel 
outreach, out of touch with modern best practices and use a pay-per-meeting 

model that encourages poor quality and results.

Why We Started Pipestry

Pipestry

10-4, a new supply chain tracking SaaS 
company targeting the VPs of Supply Chain 
had no sales development team or process 
until Pipestry created a systematic outreach 
plan to generate new meetings.

Q1 Results
- Set 60+ meetings with top brands
- 90% qualified meeting ratio- 90% qualified meeting ratio
- 3x sales pipeline

How A Growing SaaS Company Leveraged Pipestry 
To Breakthrough Into The Fortune 1000


